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Abstract 
Singh, N., On topological and homotopy invariance of integral Pontrjagin classes modulo a prime 
p, Topology and its Applications 38 (1991) 225-235. 
Using Sullivan’s decomposition of p-local topological bundles we reprove the classical result of 
Wu which says that integral Pontrjagin classes pk modulo 3 are topological invariant. Our method 
also proves that the classes pk mod 5 are topological invariant. Results on homotopy invariance 
of pk mod 3 due to Wu and pk mod 23 due to Madsen are generalized and shown to be best 
possible. These results imply that for every k 3 1, pli mod ‘120 are topolo~,kal invariant. 
Keywords. Integral Pontrjagin classes, Pontrjagin classes modulo p”, topological invariance, 
homotopy invariance, Bockstein cohomology spectral sequence. 
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[IO] constructed two distinct differentiable structures on a topological manifold 
with distinct integral Pontrjagin classes. So, the question which arose was: What 
are the multiples and in particular the smallest multiples of the integral pL’s that 
are topological invariant? The answer to this was provided by Sharma [19]. 
We are interested here in the case A = Z/p, the ring of integers mod p where p 
is any prime. Now the problem is: Are Pontrjagin classes mod p topological 
invariant? In this context Wu [25] has proved that pk mod 3 are topological invariant 
for k 3 1. This he proved by showing that pk mod 3 are Wu classes qk which are 
defined in terms of Steenrod reduced powers and hence are topological invariant. 
In Section 2 of this paper we give an alternative proof of Wu’s theorem using certain 
results of [19]. In fact our method proves something more. 
heorem A. For every k a 1, pk mod p are topological invariant for p = 3 and 5. 
Let US now pose the Pontrjagin problem in a more general setting. Are Pontrjagin 
classes or any polynomial in them homotopy invariant? In other words, are these 
classes dependent only on the homotopy type of the manifold and independent of 
its differentiable structure? Rational Pontrjagin classes pk, k 3 1 of stable universal 
vector bundles, pk E H*(BO, Q) are not homotopy invariant but rational pk, k 3 1 
of nonstable vector bundles, pk E H4”( B0[2k], Q!) are homotopy invariant as we 
shall see in Section 3. The Hirzebruch polynomial L& [S] up to rational multiple is 
the only polynomial in rational Pontrjagin classes which is homotopy invariant [7]. 
But the integral pk are not homotopy invariant. In fact, James and Whitehead [6], 
Dold [4], Tamura [21] and Novikov [ 131 have constructed smooth closed manifolds 
having homotopy type of S4” x S”, k 2 1, r 2 2 with non zero integral pk. Now what 
can be said about Pontrjagin classes mod p? When p = 2, pk mod 2 = wik [ 22, p. 1811 
where Wi are the Stiefel-Whitney classes. Since we know by Thorn’s construction 
[22] that these classes are homotopy invariant, it follows that pk mod 2 for k 2 1 
are homotopy invariant. Madsen [8] improved this result by showing that pk mod 23 
are also homotopy invariant. For p = 3, Wu [24] proved the homotopy invariance 
of pk’s. In fact, as observed above, pk mod 3 = qk which are also homotopy invariant 
by the same argument. Thus, in view of Madsen’s and Wu’s results, pk mod 24 are 
homotopy invariant. Some particular cases of this result were known long back. In 
1952 Rohlin [16] proved that for a 4-dimensional smooth orientable manifold IM 
with the second Stiefel- Whitney class w2( M) = 0, pI( M) mod 48 is homotopy 
invariant. In 1959, Atiyah and Hirzebruch [l] proved that the first Pontrjagin class 
p1 mod 24 of a compact oriented differentiable manifold X is homotopy invariant. 
Further if H*(X, Z/2) = 0, then p1 mod 48 is homotopy invariant. 
In the present paper we study the more general problem of homotopy invariance 
of Pontrjagin classes mod pr for a prime p and any integer r 3 1. The following 
t”icorem shows that Wu’s result on homotopy invariance of pk mod 3 is the best 
possible result. 
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For every k 3 1, integral Fontrjagin classes pk mod 3’ are homotopy 
invariant iff r = 1. 
We generalize this result as follows. The above theorem implies that pr mod 3 
are homotopy invariant for m 2 1. The question now is: For which values of m and 
n are pr mod 3” homotopy invariant? The next theorem provides a partial answer. 
Theorem C. For all k, r a 1, the classes pir-' mod 3’ are homotopy invariant. Moreover, 
if pz’-’ mod 3” are homotopy invariant, then n = r. 
Note that the case r = 1 is Theorem B. Obviously we have the following: 
A polynomial in the integral Pontrjagin classes is mod 3’ homotopy 
invariant iff its mod 3 reduction is a 3’-’ power. 
For the prime p = 2, the following theorem is a generalization of 
mentioned above. 
eorem E. For all k 3 1 and r 3 0, the classes pi’ mod 2rt3 are homotopy invariant. 
Moreover, if pi’ mod 2” are homotopy invariant, then n s r + 3. 
The case r = 0 is Madsen’s result which is best possible. 
Since homotopy invariance obviously implies topological invariance, we deduce 
from Theorems A and E the following: 
For all k Z- 1, pk mod 120 are topological invariant. 
We have stated our results for unoriented vector bundles but they hold in the 
orientable case also. 
trjagi asses 
In this section we will prove Theorem A of the Introduction. Our metho 
on a result of [ 181 which uses a p-local decomposition of t 
TOP/O --* BO 5 BTO 
where BO = lim BO( n) an 
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for real vector bundles and topological bundles respectively, TOP/O is the fibre 
and q is the natural map. 
Denote by iik the kth integral Pontrjagin class modulo p, p an odd prime. 
know [ 181 that ik E W4k( BO; Z/p) is topological invariant if 
&EI~[~*:H*(BTOP; P/p)- H*(BO;B/p)]. 
Let us consider the diagram, 
0 - Ker cp*Ozlp- Ker G*- Ker a! 
~~~4k(BTOP~~)~~/p--‘H4”(BTOP;Z/p)~Tor(H4””(BTOP);~/~)--*~ 
I 
cp*oz/p 
I 
-* 
Q 
I 
a 
0-H4k(BO;H)OB/p - H4&( BO; B/p)- Tor( If4&+’ (BO; a); z/p)*0 
I 
Coker @TSZlp - Coker $*- Coker IX 
The term Tor(H4&+’ (BO; Z); Z/p) = 0 since H*(BO, Z) does not contain odd 
prime torsion and therefore Coker QI = 0. Hence we have 
Coker cg*@Z/p - Coker $* - 0. 
Let us denote by ci the smallest positive integer such that the class cipi E Im q*, 
so it extends to topological microbundles and is hence topological invariant (see 
[18,19]). Then since modulo 2-torsion, H*(BO; Z) is generated by pi’s, in 
Coker q*@Z/p, we will have summands Z/cS@Z/p, for some integer ai 2 1, 
1 G i G k So, if we can show that p does not divide ci for all i then Z/cpi@Z/p = 0 
which implies in view of (A) above that Coker $* = 0. This will imply that $& belongs 
to Im G* and this will prove our theorem. 
We will need a number of lemmas mostly of elementary number-theoretic nature 
for the proof. Let z& denote the odd part of c& and n(k) denote the set of partitions 
of the positive integer k. Also let C, = ci,ciZ l l l si, for o = (i, , i2, . . . , i,) E r(k) and il 
l-l toErr c, = the least common multiple of c,‘s when w varies in n(k). Let y& = 
(22k-’ - 1) Num(B2k/(4k)) where && is the (2k)th Bernoulli number. 
[17, 181. For each k 2 1, e& divides y& l fl__(&) w_&& &. . 
Let H[i] denote the integers localized away from 2. Then by a result of 
el [3] (see also [18]) *( BTOP; Z[;]) 
nomial algebra over Z[$J with generators 
ykpk + decomposables. For a opf algebra the graded 
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submodule of decomposables elements and by QH the quotient H/ DH of indecom- 
posable elements. Then we have the following commutative diagram 
0 
I 
0 - DH4k(BTOP; 
I 
0 - Hak(BTOp; 
0 
0 
I 
Z’[$]) = DH4k( BO; 
1 
Z[i]) s R”k( BO; 
I 
a[f]) s Ql?“k( BO; 
I!! 
al1 
I 
0 
0 
in which the horizontal and vertical lines are exact sequences and ck = Coker @*, 
Dk = Coker D@* and x : ck --j, E[$]/ ykz[‘] 2 is a character which sends an indecompos- 
able generator to 1 and others to zero. From the result of Brumfiel it follows that 
Coker Q@* = z[:]/ ykz[$l- c k is a finite abelian group [ 18, Lemma 2.21. Let nk be 
the minimal annihilator of & Therefore, & divides nk. If we show that nk divides 
yk ’ ii oEXfkj,Wfk Zw then we are done. For this the above diagram shows that ck = 
Ext( Dk, z[!]/ ykE[$]). If ni is the minimal annihilator of Dk tiien nk divides yk l ni . 
Now, nl is the least common multiple of orders of the generators of Dk and these 
generators are the images of generators of Dfi4k( BO; Z[$). A generator of 
DR4k(BO; Z[&J) is of the form g, = pi, l pi, l l l pi, for o = (it, i2, . . . , i,) E I and 
o # k. Then i’,g, = Ei, . pi, 9 * l Eir l pi, E Im D@* and &, is the smallest number such 
that &g, E Im D@*. From this it follows that the order of g, in is & am 
consequently nh = fl OE n,k) w # k Cw and this completes the proof. 0 , 
mma 2.2 [ 17, p. 841. If an odd prime numberp divides Num( 2k/2k), then it divides 
Num(B2,,/2h), where h is a number such that 2h = 2k mod (p - 1). 
If Num( B2k/2k) 
Omod(p-I) (by a r 
Denom( B2,,/2h) + 0 mo 
congruences [12, Appen 
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= (-l)h+i Denom (2) NW($) modp. 
Since p does not divide Denom( BJ2k) we conclude that p divides 
The smallest of these numbers 2h is clearly <p - 1. Cl 
23 117, p. 84]. Let p be an odd prime. If there exists an odd integer v with 
2VE 1 mod p, then the smallest integer A satisfying the condition 2A = 1 mod p is also 
odd and divides ( p - 1)/2. 
roof. A is odd since h must divide v which is odd. Since by Fermat’s little theorem 
2p-’ = 1 mod p, A divides (p - 1) and consequently A divides ( p - 1)/2 since h is 
odd. Cl 
mma 2.4. For p = 3 and 5, p does not divide yh for every k 2 1. 
Proof. If p divides Num( B&2h) then, by Lemma 2.2, an integer h exists such that 
2h c p - 1. Such an h cannot exist for p = 3 since we require 2h c 2. For p = 5 we 
must have 2h <4 and so h = 1. Now, however, Num( BJ2) is equal to 1 which is 
not divisible by 5. Hence p does not divide Num(B,,,/2h). Hence by Lemma 2.2 p 
does not divide Num( BJ2k) for every k 2 1. For the divisibility of the other factor 
(2 “-I- 1) of yk we invoke Lemma 2.3. In our case p =3 and 5 which gives 
( p - 1)/2 = 1 and 2. Hence there is no odd integer h which divides (p - 1)/2 and 
satisfies the condition 2” = - 1 mod p. Therefore, p does not divide 2” - 1 where v is 
an odd integer, which implies that p does not divide (22k-’ - 1). From the above 
arguments it follows that p does not divide ‘yci for all k. 0 
Finally, we prove the following: 
roposition 2.5. For p = 3 and 5, p does not divide & for every k a 1. 
roof. We will prove by induction. Now, p does not divide Cl since Cl = 1 and p 
does not divide Cz since Cz = 7 (see [ 181). We suppose that p does not divide Zi for 
1 s i < k which implies that p does not divide n,, mr(kJ,w +k &. Now, by Lemma 2.1, 
G divides yk &crr(k),wtk CU. 1L So, p will not divide & if p does not divide yk or 
l-I oElr(k),w#k E, but this is clear from Lemma 2.4 and the induction hypothesis. Thus 
p does not divide & which proves the proposition and hence Theorem A. Cl 
e~era~~ties on variance of characteristic cohomology classes 
To study the homotopy invariance of rational and mod p ( p a prime) 
classes of vector bundles (stable or unstable), we first give necessary and sufficient 
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conditions for homotopy invariance of any characteristic lass. We begin by recalling 
the definition of homotopy invariance of a characteristic lass. 
Let [i = (vi : Ei + X}, i = 0, 1 be two vector bundles on the same base 
X. We say that & and 5, are homotopy equivalent if there exists a fibre homotopy 
equivalence h : E. + El making the following diagram commutative: 
h 
&- 4 
\ I 
Definition 3.2. Let x E H*( BO; A ) be a universal characteristic lass of stable vector 
bundles where A is any coefficient ring. We say that x is homotopy invariant if for 
every pair (co, 5,) of homotopy equivalent vector bundles over X, we have x(&J = 
x(SA i.e. ft(x) = 5%). 
We have a similar definition for characteristic lasses x E H”( BO[ k], A), m 3 k 
for non-stable vector bundles. 
Let BO and BG denote the stable classifying spaces for real vector bundles and 
spherical fibrations respectively. Let J : BO + BG denote the natural map. enote 
by G/O the homotopy fibre of J and by 6 : G/O + BO the inclusion of the fibre. We 
shall identify a stable vector bundle 5 over X with its classifying map X + BO, 
which we shall also denote by 6; similar convention for spherical fibrations. 
Similarly for unstable bundle we have a fibration 
G/O[k] -=+ BO[k] J[kl_ BG[k] 
and we make similar identification between bundles or fibrations with its classifying 
maps. 
osition 3.3. A necessary 
class x E H*(BO, A) is that 
x E Ker[ l* : H*( BO, 
condition for homotopy invariance of a characteristic 
A)+ N*(G/O, A)]. 
roof. Considering 5: G/O + BO as a vector bundle over G/O, xe have 
therefore 6 is homotopy equivalent o a trivial bundle e since for any two vector 
bundles &, 6,) over the same base, co is homotopy equivalent o & iff J 0 & = J 0 & . 
By hypothesis x is homotopy invariant, hence x(J) = X(E) = 0, or l*(x) = 0 or 
xEKer[*. Cl 
for characteristic 
nce of a characteristic class 
*. (similar ~Q~diti~~ S 
H-C.) 
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Proof. Let &, and & be homotopy equivalent vector bundles over X. Then J 0 to = 
J 0 &, therefore if x = J*y for some y E H*( BG; A) we have x(&) = t:(x) = 
6; 0 J*(y) = 6: 0 J*(y) = e:(x) = x(&). Therefore x is homotopy invariant if x E 
Im J*. 
The proof for the unstable bundles is analogous. Cl 
sition 3.5. Rational Pontrjagin classes pk of stable vector bundles are not 
homotopy invariant. 
roar”. Consider the homotopy fibration G/O ’ + BO ’ * BG. Since rationally 
BG is a point 5 is a homotopy equivalence implying that Ker 5” = (0). Hence 
pk e Ker g* and the proposition follows from Proposition 3.3. 0 
roposition 3.6. Rational pk of 2k-dimensional vector bundles are homotopy invariant. 
roof. A result of Milnor [ 1 l] says that H*( BG[2k]; Q!) k 2 1 is a free commutative 
algebra generated by x2 of dimension 4k where x is the rational Euler class of 
dimension 2k and x2 maps under the map J: B0[2k]+ BG[2k] to pk E 
H4k( B0[2k], Q). Thus pr( E Im J”. Then Proposition 3.4 implies that pk is homotopy 
invariant. q 
4. omotopy invariance of integral Pontrjagin classes mod p, p = 3, 2 
Proof of Theorem For the “if” part Wu proved in [24] that pk mod 3 = f& the 
Wu classes which are defined by & = @-‘Pk@( l), where Pk are the kth Steenrod 
reduced powers and @ is the Thorn isomorphism (see e.g. [ 111). Pk and @ are 
homotopy invariant, hence qk is also so. For the converse part, let 
J* : H”(BG; Z/p) + H*( BO; B/p) 
be the homomorphism induced by J: BO-, BG. Now, since H*(BO; Z) contains 
only 2-torsion, H*( BO; Z/p) is the polynomial algebra P( $k) generated by the 
mod p Pontrjagin classes &. Let us recall from [23] that 
H*(BG; B/p)= P(9k)@E(&)@C* 
where & are the Wu classes mod p [ 111, /3 is the cohomology Bockstein and C* is 
the tensor product of an exterior algebra and a divided power algebra. From [20] 
we get a p-local splitting 
w,, -BImJ,xBCokerJ, 
The portion P(&)@E(&) corresponds to B Im Jp and c* corresponds to 
B Coker Jp. ence, P(&O E(&) is the part relevant to us. We apply the mod p 
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Bockstein cohomology spectral sequence (B.S.S.) to BG and BO. For BG the first 
stage of the B.S.S. is (see [2], [9, p. 1703) 
E,(BG) = P(qd@E@qd, ddqd = Pqk, 
where the differential d, is the first Bockstein operator p. The next stage is 
E2(BG) = P(qc)O E(q[-’ l Pqk) and dz(qf) = q&-l 9 /3qk. 
The above differential follows by virtue of functoriality of the B.S.S., in fact, we 
take the B.S.S. for the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(H/p’, 2n) as universal 
example where it can be shown that if L denotes the fundamental cohomology class 
and d,b = 7 thel d,+,{b”} ={cp-’ q> #O (see [2]). At the rth stage of the spectral 
sequence we get 
E, = P{qf+‘}@ Eiqfr-‘-’ l pqk}. 
The differential d, = pr is obtained by repeating the same procedure as was done 
for d2. Thus, 
d,(qfr-‘) = qf-‘-I l /3qk # 0. 
This shows that qf’-’ survives to EJBG). 
Let us now consider the mod p B.S.S. for BO. The differentials in this case are 
trivial. Therefore, classes $k will all survive in the B.S.S. 
Now we take p = 3. In this case fik = qk. At the rth stage of the B.S.S., i.e., E,( BO), 
we have the qk’s. Now since qk’s are defined for BG also, we find that 
J*: H*(BG; H/3)+ H*(BO; 813) 
is a surjective map. Mence, at the rth stage there is a map from E,(BG) to E,( BO) 
taking the survivor qir-’ to p^i’-‘. This implies in view of Proposition 3.4 that 
p^3k r-1 mod 3’ are homotopy invariant. If ik mod 3’ is to be homotopy invariant, then 
qk must survive to E,( BG) and this is the case only if r = 1. 0 
roof of Theorem C. In the proof of Theorem B we have observed that the class 
qi’-’ survives to the rth stage E, of the B.S.S. and d,( q:-‘) = qr-‘-’ l pqk # 0 from 
which it follows that q3k’_I will not survive up to the (r+ 1)st stage. This proves 
Theorem C. Cl 
Proof of Theorem As in the case of p = 3, the map 
J*: H”(BG, P/2) + H*(BO, Z/2) 
is surjective, this follows from the fact that H*( BO, Z/2) is generated by Stiefel- 
Whitney classes o k, which are also defined for BG (see e.g. [ 121). We consider the 
B.S.S. mod 2 for BG and BO, the latter being trivial. Following lvIadsen [S, p. 711 
we have 
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where Er+3 denotes the B.S.S. of a certain space B(G/O) which does not play any 
role in our discussion and 
2 2’-I 
d,+,((w:#) = ek(WZk) 
Following the argument given above it can be shown that (wgk)2r survives to 
Er+J BG). Since pk mod 2 = w$, the map J* takes the survivor ( wik)2’ to & mod 2. 
This implies that 9: mod 2r+3 is homotopy invariant. 
Now, if pk mod 2’+3 is to be homotopy invariant then w_ Sk must survive to E,.+3( BG) 
and this is the case only when r= 8. Hence pk mod 8 being homotopy invariant is 
the best possible result. This proves Theorem E. Cl 
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